
JW MARRIOTT HOTEL
MUSKOKA

D E S I G N - E N G I N E E R I N G  &  FA B R I C AT I O N



The JW Marriott - The Rosseau Muskoka, is one of Canada’s 
most luxurious resorts in the Muskokas. Through its 
renovation project, VISO was brought in to provide lighting  
for the common areas.

CUSTOM FIREFLY CHANDELIER 

172 fireflies buzz around their Nest in a magical display of nature 

found indoors. Configured in a custom chandelier, the central 

“Nest” fixture is constructed of 15 stainless steel rings, each 

with a hydrographic wood finish. 7 of the 15 rings are lit with 

LED 3000k strips. The Nest measures at 271 1/8”/2633mm H x 

58”/1473mm W x 57”/1448mm L. There are two design variations 

of the fireflies, one with wings up and one with wings down, 

thus creating the illusion of flight. Each firefly is crafted from 

perforated brushed brass mesh and is lit with G4 bi-pin lamps. 

Each measures at 7 1/2”/190.5mm.



LEAF SHAPE CHANDELIER  

The design intent carries throughout to the restaurant 

with a matching custom chandelier resembling the many 

leaves of the Muskokas. It is made of 32 two-dimensional 

pendants constructed with perforated screens in a brushed 

brass finish. Each pendant is lit with a 2W dimmable LED. 

The pendants are suspended from a custom matte black 

canopy with special gold fabric electric cables to match the 

pendants. Measures at 51”/1295mm L x 109”/2762mm W x 

151 ½”/3848mm H and weighs 150lbs.



RGB DISPLAY CUSTOM LOBBY BAR INSTALLATION 

This custom ceiling installation consists of 288 glass pendants 

suspended above the lobby bar area. Each pendant is attached to the 

canopy with a polished brass stem. The entire display is connected to 

state-of-the-art lighting control systems, allowing the bar to control 

both brightness and colours of the lighting display. 

Canopy: 181 ½”/4610mm x 181 ½”/4610mm. 

Stem: 12 5/16”/313mm to 24”/610mm L (including pendant). 

Crystal Pendant: 10”/254mm H x 1 7/8”/48mm W.





CUSTOM SHADE 

The custom wall shade fixture hangs in the restaurant and it is 

made of blank chintz with leather stitching details. The shade 

connects to the wall with a polished brass metal arm and is 

attached to an acrylic wall plate finished with a marble pattern 

to match the decor of the hotel. The shade features a map design 

of Muskoka Lake printed on the inside of the shade. Wall plate 

measurements are 74”/1880mm H x 16”/406mm W. Shade 

measurements are 24”/610mm H x 32”/813mm D.



CUSTOM WALL SCONCES

The custom wall sconces 

throughout The Rosseau is a 

two-toned custom design fixture 

in brushed brass finish on the 

inside and a matte black finish on 

the outside. Each sconce is lit by a 

single 2W LED chip. Measures at  

22 1/2”/572mm H x 4 3/4”/120mm 

W x 3 3/4” x 95mm D.
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